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Our Vision, Values and Beliefs
Braeside Primary School has established values and objectives that will guide our school over the next 3 years
and beyond.
OUR VISION
Braeside Primary School is a dynamic learning community that values diversity and fosters a sense of
belonging.
We meet the needs of each individual through collaborative, reflective, and evolving school-wide practices that
provide explicit, engaging experiences. Our students achieve their academic, emotional and social potential
and are contributing members of the community.
OUR BELIEFS
Staff at Braeside Primary School believe students are more likely to reach their potential when:








Staff know the students, their likes and interests, strengths and weaknesses.
We believe students should feel safe, encouraged and respected within the school environment.
Staff at Braeside take a holistic approach to meet the needs of individual students
The diversity within the student population and the range of cultures are acknowledged and valued at
Braeside Primary School.
Teachers apply their knowledge of the curriculum through the use of best practice and implement a whole
school evidence based approach.
Braeside staff work to engage students in purposeful and meaningful learning experiences.
Staff at Braeside engage in collaborative planning and assessing of student learning at a whole school and
phase level.

OUR VALUES
Our values provide a foundation for building social responsibility and a sense of belonging through
collaboration between students, family, school and the wider community. We demonstrate our values through:




Honour
o Having the courage to be open, honest, respectful and trustworthy
Pride
o Showing pride in our school and ourselves by our actions and our appearance
o Showing belief, care and respect for ourselves and others
Achievement
o Striving to do our personal best and fulfilling our potential

Our Key Goals
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Braeside primary School has in place Student Achievement Targets centred around 4 Strategic Goals.
STRATEGIC AREAS:
In achieving our school vision and development of student values our strategic plan will focus on the following
four key objectives. These goals align with the “High Performance High Care” priorities for 2016-2019.

1

High Levels of Student Achievement
At Braeside Primary School we will provide a learning environment that supports our students to
achieve their full potential and enables them to contribute positively to their community.
High Performance High Care - Department Of Education - Priority 1: Success For All Students

2

High Quality Teaching and Effective Leadership
Teaching and learning at Braeside Primary School will be supported by quality educational leadership
and the provision of an environment which encourages, supports and builds staff capacity for teaching
excellence.
High Performance High Care - Department Of Education - Priority 2 & 3: High Quality Teaching
& Effective Leadership

3

Improving Engagement and Attendance
The school provides a safe learning environment and an engaging curriculum, promoting positive
relationships with stakeholders resulting in improved attendance.
High Performance High Care - Department Of Education - Priority 1: Success For All Students

4

A Connected and Responsive School
Braeside Primary School will engage with stakeholders and prioritise resources to build a highly
effective school for the future.
High Performance High Care - Department Of Education - Priority 4: Strong Governance &
Support

OUR SELF ASSESSMENT
Strong self-assessment processes are a fundamental part of Braeside Primary School’s planning and
improvement cycle with a well-coordinated, consistent and collaborative approach being maintained. All
teaching staff participate in the collection, analysis and ongoing review of school data and contribute to
planning for improvement processes – both academic and non-academic. Targets for attainment are set for
each year level in key focus areas.
Learning and teaching reflective reviews and curriculum reviews are also conducted with staff and the School
Council as part of self-assessment processes. Community, Staff and Student Surveys are conducted on a
cyclical basis to provide feedback to the school. All staff contribute to the School Self-Assessment procedures
established within the school.
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Key Goal 1 - High Levels of Student Achievement

ASPIRATION

STRATEGIES

All students
receive
learning
opportunities
that are at their
level of need





School wide
intervention
and programs










Whole school
operational
plans are
aligned to data.

.
Maintain whole
school
pedagogy.

SAER plan with inbuilt accountability schedules.
Differentiation within classroom programs.
IEP’s that utilise SEND planning for at risk students as
identified in SAER planning.
Evidence based programs utilised to cater for different
learning needs e.g. assistive technology, letters and
sounds.



Data collected feeds into SAER register and
identification of students requiring extension or
remediation.
Staffing allocation for extension programs.
MacqLit and MiniLit intervention programs.
KOLP
On Entry testing P-2 Feb and Dec. Use data for case
management of students.







Whole School Literacy/Numeracy Program P-6
 Assessment policy is updated and renewed annually.
 Whole school data is used to drive learning programs
and whole school operational plans.
 Specified evidence as detailed in learning area plans is
collected and stored to show progress and is available
for a range of audiences.





Annual review of Learning Area plans and literacy and
numeracy blocks
During Annual Learning area review focus on research
based strategies with a high effect size with
consideration of student cohorts.
Implement shared strategies to improve writing
achievement.
K-P emphasis is on play based learning as part of a
balanced curriculum as per action improvement plan for
NQS




Use quality instructional and collaborative learning
strategies to extend the most academically able
students e.g. explicit teaching of high level
comprehension strategies, maths investigations and
literacy writing techniques.
Staffing allocations considers need for explicit
instruction of higher level concepts and skills.
Develop teacher knowledge to understand concepts
beyond the current year level.
Termly meeting with parents of children who are in
Bands 5 and above (Yr 3-4) and Bands 7 and above (Yr
5 +)
Our most academically able students are identified
through NAPLAN and other standardised assessment
and are case managed and intensively tracked.
Consideration of the placement within the school of high
achieving students.








Our most
academically
able middle
school
students
maintain their
progress
trajectory from
the early years.

MILESTONES
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All students tracked on
letters and sounds on K-3
tracking form and this
continues with students at
risk.
SAER plan is embedded
across the school.
SAER register is embedded
across the school and is
updated at point of need.
Survey feedback on
extension programs reflects
positive parent perception.

Assessment schedule
embedded.
Evidence files will be
maintained as common
practice.

Annual review of blocks.
Literacy and numeracy audits
are embedded.
Whole school selfassessment data to reflect full
implementation of school
wide pedagogy.

Biannual PATS testing in
reading and maths.
Termly assessment of writing
by outside assessors.
Target setting and school
self-assessment has a focus
on our most academically
able students.
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Student Achievement Targets 2019 - 2021
In establishing Student Achievement Improvement Targets for Literacy and Numeracy, academic
performance is measured by a cohort’s growth (total in year level) through the National Assessment Program
Literacy and Numeracy (NAPLAN) only. For a rigorous analysis of student achievement to occur, processes
are in place and well established to determine learning area focuses in order to assist every student to reach
their potential. Strategically targeted programs and ongoing assessments indicate every student’s growth
towards their individual target. In addition to NAPLAN, the school’s Assessment Policy and Framework clearly
articulates the range of assessments that are used to monitor individual achievement in all academic and nonacademic areas throughout the year.
ATTAINMENT

TOWARDS EXCELLENCE

Targeted
students
Australian
(AMS).

achievement
for
performing
below
Minimum Standard

Targeted achievement for high
performing students. Increased
% of students in higher bands of
NAPLAN.

By 2019 there will be a decrease
in the % of students achieving at
Bands 1 and 2 (Year 3) and
Bands 3 and 4 (Year 5) in
NAPLAN. This will be calibrated
and aligned with a reduction in D
and E grades across the school.

By 2019 there will be an increase
in the % of students achieving at
Bands 5 & 6 (Year 3) and Bands
7 & 8 (Year 5) in NAPLAN. This
will be consistent across year
level due to consistent classroom
practices and not fluctuate with
the cohort.

Domain

2019
(%)

2020
(%)

2021
(%)

2018
(%)

Year 3 - % achieving at Bands 1 & 2
Gram & P

29

32

35

10

Numeracy

16

13

10

10

Reading

19

16

13

8

Spelling

20

17

15

10

Writing

18

15

12

8

Year 5 - % achieving at Bands 3 & 4
Gram & P

33

30

27

10

Numeracy

29

26

23

10

Reading

36

33

30

15

Spelling

32

29

26

15

Writing

33

30

27

10
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Domain

2019 2020
(%)
(%)

2021 2018
(%) (%)

Year 3 - % achieving at Bands 5 & 6
Gram & P

42

45

48

40

Numeracy

23

26

29

35

Reading

37

40

43

33

Spelling

25

27

32

37

Writing

37

40

42

37

Year 5 - % achieving at Bands 7 & 8
Gram & P

13

16

19

40

Numeracy

14

17

20

33

Reading

20

23

26

33

Spelling

20

23

26

35

Writing

10

13

16

30

By 2019, there will be an
increase in the % of students
performing above the expected
standard in on entry assessment
in Pre-Primary. The expected
standard being a score of 1 in
testing at the end of the year
testing cycle.

2019
(%)

2020
(%)

2021
(%)

Speaking

60

70

80

Reading

70

75

80

Writing

60

60

60

Numeracy

100

100

100

On Entry

GROWTH TARGETS
By 2019 there will be an increase
in
the
%
of
students
demonstrating high or very high
relative growth in NAPLAN from
Year 3-5

Domain

2019
(%)

2020 (%) 2021 (%)

Numeracy

39

42

45

Reading

40

40

45

Writing

23

26

33
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Key Goal 2 – High Quality Teaching and Effective Leadership
Teaching and learning at Braeside Primary School will be supported by quality educational leadership and the
provision of an environment which encourages, supports and builds staff capacity for teaching excellence.
As a collaborative learning community we continually enhance the quality of teaching and leadership practices
through professional learning, observation, mentoring and coaching.
ASPIRATION
Teachers are
instructionally
intelligent, when
adopting and
utilising whole
school pedagogy

STRATEGIES






Whole school
pedagogy is
evidence based,
data driven and
highly effective.







Strengthen digital
fluency across all
year levels and
learning areas








A contemporary,
high quality Early
Years Education
program that
embeds the NQS









MILESTONES

During focused teaching, consideration is given
to strategies that have the highest impact.
Teacher training in co-operative learning and
instructional strategies.
Use of external coach to observe and offer
feedback of alternative high impact strategies.
Phase meetings to focus on high impact
strategies.
Learning Sprints.



Teacher audit of strategies
with increased bank of
strategies used in subsequent
years.

Observation and feedback of literacy and
numeracy blocks to be completed twice a year.
Time allocated for each classroom teacher to
access the Literacy and Numeracy coach.
Induction of new staff to implement literacy and
numeracy blocks.
Implement shared strategies to improve writing
achievement.
In the middle years writing instruction focuses
on higher level literacy techniques e.g. high
modality, using objective language, using a
school wide scope and sequence for writing.



Develop school wide scope
and sequence for writing.

Embed scope and sequence with a focus on
core skills and app use.
NAPLAN calendar year for IPad/keyboard and
laptop.
Teachers to be accountable for timely reporting
of issues.
Staffing allocations to consider maintaining
technological network and create digital
solutions.
Consistent use of school based digital platforms
e.g. Mathletics, Reading Eggs
ICT Planning and resource planning reviewed
yearly.



Trouble shooting guide to be
developed.

NQS audit completed yearly informs classroom
and whole school practice.
NQS external assessment.
All staff are upskilled on elements of the NQS
audit and processes are identified.
Use Walker learning approach for
investigations.
Access professional learning through TDS
schools.
If TDS opportunity arises, school to consider
nomination.
NQS audit to be shared with staff.



External assessor audit
matches school based
assessment.
All staff embed changes
identified in NQS audit.
NQS audit to be included as
part of school selfassessment schedule.
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Key Goal 2 – High Quality Teaching and Effective Leadership
ASPIRATION

STRATEGIES

Leadership
opportunities, via a
distributed
leadership model
for staff










Build high level
teacher knowledge
of the AITSL teacher
standards to ensure
it both informs and
drives the content
of teaching and
learning at the
school, including
PM processes








MILESTONES

Identify and support the development of staff
with strong leadership potential.
Identify areas of strength and opportunities
provided.
School committees and distributed
leadership model continues to be
embedded.
Build culture of teaching excellence through
school leadership team inclusive of
observations, reflective meetings and
engagement with the self-assessment
framework.
Professional learning in areas linking
leadership and classroom practice.
Encourage quality classroom practitioners to
apply for level 3.
Acknowledgement of senior teachers and
definition of their role within the school.

Continue self-reflection processes against
AITSL standards.
Critically analyse Illustrations of practice
against understandings of AITSL standards
to inform personal reflections.
Principal to do 360° review.
Senior teacher performance management to
reflect and include feedback on their role.
Review aspects of performance
management to include administrator
summary on practice.
Timely delivery of administrator summary.
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Administrator summary
completed for all teaching staff.
Principal 360° review forms
part of the school selfassessment schedule.
Results of Staff Survey
increase on the Likert scale in
subsequent years
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Key Goal 3 - Improving Engagement and Attendance

ASPIRATION

STRATEGIES

MILESTONES

Teachers provide
high quality learning
opportunities where
students are fully
engaged




Brightpath ruler tracking.
Inquiry based learning.



Increased movement on
Brightpath ruler.

Increase student
accountability for
their learning




Learning Sprints Project – whole staff.
Student goal setting – termly Case Management
approach.



Students identify through
reflections, improvement
in learning.

Enhance transitions
between
educational settings




Involvement in review of Yr 6 transition
Facilitate transition of Woodanilling students
through engagement programs and parent
meetings.
SAER plan addresses transition of SEND
students.
Evidence files support transition of student data
from one class to the next.
Clear induction guidelines and marketing of the
school to be provided for new and prospective
students.
3 Yr old Kindy and parent information sessions to
build family connections with the school.



Continuing increased
enrolments.

Detailed attendance targets yearly.
Yearly review of strategies for improving
attendance.
Personalised attendance plans and
documentation.
Promotion of the educative value of the Early
Years program.
Utilise 3 Yr old for an opportunity to work with
parents and continue into the commencement of
each year.
Work with outside agencies to address indigenous
issues.
Engage and promote with Early Years initiative if
successful.



If successful with Early
Years Initiative Braeside
will nominate to have a
representative on the
board.

Be You (Kidsmatter) framework.
Zones of Regulation & Aussie Optimism through
withdrawal program.
Friendly Schools Plus whole school program.



Parent and student
survey results in relation
to student behaviour
improve on the Likert
scale of Parent opinion
survey
Suspension rates
decrease





Improve attendance
with a focus on
Early Years









Commitment of
whole school
approach to wellbeing priorities







Commit to social
and emotional
learning programs




Mentally Healthy Schools Initiative.
Admin staff to do Mental Health Risk
Management PL through portal
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Build links to
Aboriginal
community to
improve student
connectedness and
engagement.







Noongar group – Aboriginal.
Investigate cultural standards framework and
develop a school action plan.
Upskill AIEO.
Sequence of activities for every class work
AIEO.
Share improvements and links in school
communications.
3-Year-old Indigenous Group Morning tea.
Noongar group activities extended to class
activities.
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Cultural standard
framework action plan
goals met.
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Key Goal 4 – A Connected and Responsive School

ASPIRATION

STRATEGIES

MILESTONES

Foster genuine
community
involvement in
school decision
making via School
Council & P&C




School Council training modules.
Familiarisation of the new school review and selfassessment process.
Promote parent involvement in the learning
environment twice a term.
School Council reflection tool.
Define processes for more representative
involvement.
School council roles within school committees.



Ensure effective school
governance through a
high functioning School
Council





Implementation of Aboriginal cultural framework.
Shared lunches.
Provide opportunities for the broader school
community to develop understanding of school
plans and policies.
2020 40th Anniversary celebration.
Early Years Initiative support and engagement.
Braeside Rep to be on committee (if successful).
Engage with other Katanning Schools.

The school community
engaging with and
participating in the school
A responsive flow of
communication,
illustrating positive and
productive relationships
throughout the
community






Grounds plan.
Early years outdoor environment for NQS.
ICT planning.
Reserve planning.







Define and review Workforce Plan.
IPS nomination, if available.
Structure partnerships with Universities and TAFE
supporting pre-service teachers and education
assistants.
Principal or delegate attend the network meetings
to support and seek out networking opportunities.
Foster inter-agency partnerships supporting
student learning through the Student Services
portfolio.
Corporate Services Manager and Deputy
Principals to access networking, mentoring and
leadership opportunities.








Engage the local
community and
build strong
connections with
outside agencies







Manage resources
effectively for the
future

Succession
planning across all
school staff
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4 Open parent’s sessions
a year.
All facilities maintained to
highest level
Reserve accounts
consolidated and aligned
Staffing profile reflects
commitment to quality
recruitment
Workforce Plan gap
analysis reflective of
succession planning
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School Culture
SCHOOL CULTURE – WHOLE SCHOOL APPROACH
The staff at Braeside Primary use a whole school approach to curriculum delivery and teaching and learning
programs. We believe that a whole school approach ensures a cohesive response to the diverse learning
needs of students. Our culture is one of high expectations, monitoring student progress and achievement and
school-wide analysis to support student learning. Quality teaching focuses on improving the achievement of
every student.
Our whole school approach is cohesive, collaborative and strategically designed to improve student learning,
behaviour and wellbeing.
The adjacent diagram identifies the six main elements of
our whole school approach to develop quality teaching
and learning in our school.
We believe that every student has the ability to learn and
should demonstrate progress in their learning. A whole
school approach is taken towards curriculum provision,
using a network of support or behaviour support; those
who have education support needs arising from disability;
those who are gifted and talented; and those learning
English as an additional language or dialect (EAL/D), or a
combination of these. Cultural and linguistic background
and socio-economic status contributes to the diversity
and complexity of student learning needs at our school.

Shared
teaching
pedagogy
Quality
Instructional
Leadership
Braeside

High
expectations,
explicit
targets and
assessments

Primary School
Whole School
Explicit
teaching.
Model in
Literacy and
Numeracy

Approach

Data driven
collaborative
learning
teams

Supporting
the whole
child

WE WILL SHAPE THE FUTURE BY DEVELOPING AND ENHANCING THE FOUR FOCUS AREAS
High Levels of Student Achievement
- Intervention for Literacy and Numeracy
- Whole school Numeracy and Literacy Block
- Learning Intentions
- Success Criteria

A Capable And Responsive School
- School Council improvement Plan
- Grounds Committee
- Workforce Planning
- Community engagement strategies

Quality Teaching & Leadership
Braeside Primary School Focus Areas

- Phase meetings

4 key focus areas are described in our
School's Strategic Plan. They respond
to the identified needs and aspirations
of students, staff and community.

- ICT Focus
- Professional Learning for staff
- School prcesses for Performance Management
- Early Years Improvement Plan

Improving Engagement & Attendance
- Instructional Strategies and collaborative learning
- Disability and inclusion plan
- IEP'S, IBP'S and Attendance plans
- Friendly School Plus
- PBS
- Student self reflection and goal setting
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